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1. :HISTORY OF THE PROBI4 -

. 1.1 Introduction

. This paper'deScribes a work - scheduling model for

Corrections Officers (primarily ptisori guards) at State
Correctional Institutions (state prisons). This is a real-
life model that was-developed to Qtal with a very ngal
problem: unacceptably large'lexpenditures for overtime work
by state prison guards (these expenditures are described in -

Section 1.2). It is not a typical "textbook example." In

particular, the problem is laiger than any textbook exam=

Ales in the author's =experience; thd model 'involves more
than' 200 constraints and more than 800 variables, as de- -

s6ribed in Section 3.5. (However`, this is not an especial-
ly large "reallworld" linear programming problem.) The
notation necessary, to describe a b;roblem of this magnitude

is dnavoid'ably cumbersome, as will be seen in Section 3.2. ,

On the other hand, the model can be described and under-
.

stood without specialized,knowledge in any particular4field
of study.

Difficult ies (unrelated,to the,model per se) were
encountered in the collection and-Alterpretatio-n of data

required to evaluate the performance ofAthe mcdelj these
difficulties (typical of the "real world"), and tht prode-
dures used to overcome.theM, are described'in Section 4.

Because prison guards come only in whole units (no
fractional parts), a special technique was used to obtain
an integer-valued solution,to the model; thisis described,
along with an intuitive justification, in Section =3.6. At

present, this intuitive justification, and the complete
success achi4Ved in dbtaining,satisfaCtory integer-valued

solutions in the test cases-thathave_been run (as de-
in Section 4), are the only justification for this

special technique. ,There is no formal proof given here
that the procedure will always_yitld nn interger-valued
solutiion, and no such, proof is Presently known to the
author; It is, well-known that under commonly- satisfied

'conditions, the so-called "transpdrtation problem" will
always possess an integer-valued optimal solution; possibly.
a proof of this result (e'g., as givenin Section /-4 of
[11 could be adapted to fit the present model. 0r, per-
haps there are situations for which the special procedure
used here will not yield an iaterget2Valued solution.

Presently, this,is still an open question. Other, more
urgent problems have precluded further work on this (Nes-
tion., However, the procedure.described here in Section 3.6
has proyided satisfactory integer-valued solutions in the

'real-life cases that haie been run, and so,, in the practi-

,
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cal sense,has "solved" the problem. In real-life'appli-
,

cations of mathematics, thiS is often what matters--"the
proof of the pudding is in the eating."

Numerical resultS from applying the model for two
.

different state prisons are along wgiven in Section 4, aloith /
iome interpretive comments. - f

.

.;

.-- m The-exerpises and final exam included here aere 'design- ti

"Id to aid understanding of this particular model, so ad to
,;..\

... illustrate the detailed consideration necessary fcrimodel-.
ing real -life situations. ,

. ,

SolUeion of'sudh a large model would not 6e poSsibld
without large=scale computing facilities. Bec'ause.of the

. size of the model and the variation-in input/oitput formats

tor 'various "canned" linear programming computer software
packages, no computer runs are included here. If the read-

' er wants experience in running such a model:on a locally-

available computer, the small-scale version of the ipodel
given in the final exam could Se used, utilizing work-force
requirements chosen by the reader as input'data.

The model described here was developed after policies
and procedures for work scheduling at varioul state prisons
had been judged to need improvement. This.judgment was
based largely on the following two considerations:

J1) work schedules varied from one prison to another, ,

causing undesirable variations from _prison to J
prison in such matters as the number of days off
"fOi guards.,

('2) ,work-force requirements lor.prison guArds (i.e.,

the required numbers of prison guards bn duty) at
each prison were being met by scheduling large
amounts of overtime work which could cause fatigue,
inpfficiency, tension, etc., as well as increased.
labor costs.

A41. Overtime Costs

The cost of overtime work Was a serious problem. Some

indicZion of the size of overtime cost can be obtained
fiom "Mies 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the number of prison
guards on duty at one state prison,. deSIgnated Prison H,

-during,the week ending September 23, 1973. In Table 1, for

each eight=hour period Of each day in the week,, four num-
bers are given without parentheses. (Temporarily igNore

the numbers in parentheses; they will be discussed in
Section 4.1). In older from top to bottom, the four num-
beIrs without parentheses are:

(1) the number of prison guards working that eri d as

Tart of their regular forty-hour-per-we k work

2

6
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, . TABLE I , .

. . .. .- '.
Data and Results f-rom Prison Eigrior te Week

,

, ,. Ending SeptemI)er ,3,1973 * .

- 4
I.,

DAY
4 ,,

SHIFT'
.

-

.MORNNG% AFTERNOON "NIGHT?
4,'

, . . . C
a0 , (40) 41 (41) 20 . (20)

MONDAY 0 ( 0) 0 ,/, 0) 0 ( 0)
0r- ( 0 ) 4 0 . . ( 0) 0 ( 0),

40 (40) 41 ',(41) 20 (20),

- (
- 44 (45) 41 .(41) ap t19)

TUESDAY t 1 ( 0) - Q ( :)) 0 (* O)
0 ( 0) ii0 ( 0) 0 ( 0)

45 .(45) 41 '(41) 19 - (19)

44 (4.8) 37 . (40) . 41.8 -(13)
WEDNESDAY 0 ( 1) 0 ( 0) 0 (' 5)

. '' (, 0) 3 , ( 0) 0 ( 0)

.. 49' (49) 40 ' (4V) 18 (18)

.--, '42 (42) 39 (40) 17 (14)
THURSDAY 1

0
( 1)
( 0)

0

0.
( 0)
( 0)

0.
0

( 3)

( 0)

43 ('p) 39 (40) 4. 1,7 (17)

44 s , (45)'-, 39, (40) - 16 (16)
FRIDAY- 1 ( 0) 1 / ( 0) 0 ( 0)

o ( b)
,.

:to ..-,
0)

(

45 (45) 40 (40) 16 (16)

J4 36.. .(37) - 38 (38) 16 ('16)

SATURDAY 1. f( 0) 0 ' "( 0) 0 ( 0)
0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) '0 ( 0)

37 (37) 38 (38) 16 (16)

v
33 (33) 40 > (40) 17, (17)

SUNDAY 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0),-
0 Loi o_ \ S, u. o r -o)

33 (33) 40 \ (40) 17 (17)

3
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schedule, it regular rate of pay (e.g., there.were
44 of these On Tuesday Morning);

(2). the,number of guards working that period on over-,
time at One-and-a-hAf (1.5) times their regular
rate of pay ('e.g., there was one of these on
Tuesday Morning);

(3) the-humber'of guards woxking that period on over-
time at two (2) tikes their- regular rate of pay
(e.g., there were threOlof these onZedneaday

..Afternoon);
(4) the total number of guards on duty during that

periot which is jugt the sum of the previous three
numbers (e.g., there were 49. guards working the
Wednesday Morning period).

' Thereason that some guards working overtime were paid
"time - and -a'- -hall" while Others were paid "double-timenNilll

' be explained in assumption (10) of Section 2.1. Table 2 /

gives the same kind of data for another prison, designated
prison G, for the week ending September,030, 1973.

Table 1 indicates that the'eguivaient tf five periods

was worked at time-and-a-half during that week at Prison H:
one each on Tuesday Morning,*Thursday Morning, Friday Morn-
ing, Friday Afternoon, and Saturday Morning. Also, the
eguiValent of eight periods was worked at doublevtime:
five WedngsdayMoEning and three on Wednesday Afternoon.
For conyenience, let us assume that all prison guards were
paid $3.00 per hour4as'regular rate-(actually, the minimum
pay fot a prison guard is higher thghChis). Then since
each period is eight hours, -Table 1 indicates a total cost
for overtime work of

(1.5) ($24M).1..(2)($24)(131 ='$564

for thtiOeek at Prison H.
.

'.. .,
, -,.....""'

, . Exercise 1.2 yly'rtime cost'at'Priscin G:.
,

Again assuming that all prison guards were paid $,3 per hour as stan-

(lard rate. verify that Table 2 indicates a total cost for overtime

work of $23,028 at Prison G during the week ending September 30. 1973.

(PrisonG is a considetlbly larger prison that Prison H.)

These large amounts of ,overtime Pay were also being
noticed bx the news media, as showit by the newspaper

.clfppings ieproduced here on 6 and 7. (These
clippings are reprsduiced with the kind perMission of the

Associated Press aid the Harrisburg Patriot and Evening
news.).

4
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TABLE 2

Data and Results from Prison G ,f,or, the Week
Ending December 30, 1973

DAY
SHIFT

MORNING* AFTERNOON NIGHT-
I

94 (117) 70 , (131) 38 (74)
MONDAY 19 - ( 0)

..

61 ( 0) 40, 'N ( 4)

3 ( .0) 0 ( 07
.

0 ( 0)

'116 (117) 131 1 ( 1 3 1 ) 78 (78)

94 (126) 70 (137) 36 (74)

TUESDAY 17 ( 0) 62 ...( 9) 38 c\ co

.5 ( 0) 14 ( 0) '0 ( 0)0

126 (126) 146 (146) 74 (74)

97 (116) 69 (137) 36
WEDNESDAY 19 , ( 0) . 68 ( 0) 27

.(74)

.( 1)

t-0 ( 0)' 0 ( 0) 12 ( 0)

.
116 116)

s

137 (131) 75 (75)

94 (128) \ 63 (98) 37 (74)

THURSDAY ' 41 ( 21) .24 ( 2) 34 ( 7)

-- 14 ( 0) 13 ( Or 10 ( 0)

149 (1$9) -1-00 (100) 81 (81)
_

74 (7) 45 (89) 37 (39)

FRIDAY 20 ( 0) .. 16 ( 0) 2 ( 0),

2 ( 0) 0 . ( 0) 0 ( or

96 . (97)/ (89) 30

57 (43) '37
.

(45) 26 ( 0)

SATURDAY" 1'5 (33) 14 ( 6) 3 (29)
r.-'. 4 ( 0) . 0 ( 0) . 0 ( 0)

76 f76) 51 (51) 29 (29)

- .

53 (63) . 36 (48) 25 - .(35)

SUNDAY 7 . ( 0) '12 ( 0) . '3 ( 0)

..., 3 ( 0) O. ( 0) 2 ( 0)

63 163) '48 (48) 30\ (35)

I
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Senators Tour
Prison Facil,it.y.
In' Ci:ainp. Hi 1

By MERRY BROQKS awn that may assist the ape -'
Staff Writer 'cial committee in drafting

ppson.related legislationsA fact-finding tour by mem-
Serf. Freeman Hankins, D..ben of the State,Senate Pns-

Philadelphia, c om mi t I e e,os JIMMY Committee Yegter' ohairman: Sen. Manzi Mur.day at the State Correctional ray; D..Luzernei Sen. Her. 'Instudtion at Capp Htll ber$ Arlene, D..philadelphia,seemed more like, a whirl. ,and sen. James E..Rnes.
wind Ampaign swing with ten.

BeaveeWashingten, accom-Mors .shalung hands arid eh-
pa'nurd by a herd of reporter;citing opinions from prisoners
breezed through the prison insand guards
Lower align Twp pi a three.But in Pact. the information hour VIP tour.sought by four state senators

the senators engaged Er.on the'sixth tout- of the eight
nest Patton, prison 'superin.Mate prisons yielded informa-
tendent, in a give-and-take
rdundtable discussion before

1 , the tour began. They obtained
the following. information_

The prison paid 6353,1X4
$ in overtime tti guards last

year and expects to pay
Courtesy of the $361,000 in overticak this year.
Harrisburg Patriot, The pnsorr needs an addition.

/ at 67 guards to reduce .the.
amount of overtime pay. .

Guards sought for Oraterioid
By The Associatad.Preas

free head of the state Cor.'
rectinns Bureau says Gov
ShaPp and the Legislatures
may be aal.ed to provide from

VO to 100 guards at the Grat-
erfnrd' State Prison 4

The /increase would raise to
400 the number of guards at
the Montgomery County oris-
on.

Corrections , Commissioner
Stewart Werner estimated

,
the .added, guar& would cost,
$500.000 annually.

The extra men could cia'
down on overtime payments
to the ClItrart guards, 'now
running about $24.000 a
month.

* * *'
Graterford, the largest of

the states eight correctional
institutions, has about 1,003

Inmates, about 200 below ca-
pacity.

Courtesy of the Associated Press.

1©'
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At 8'State Przs,pns

.0yertirlie cliquard. Pay
.Keep Mounting

i01.104.5,4.0,..
'excessive overtime pay Casey said 12 guqrds re.' The 113ureau of Correc mints Legislators and oaf'. coved between $10144 andLions is still paying heavy er officials think the state 56.707 In bvertime Eleven

overtime to keep guards on could save money by hiring 'of the 42.guards had base
duly at the eight state pris- more guards at regular sal- salaries of 511331'. One
ons Some guards are arteiband redycinr over- guard has a $12.875 base'doubling their salaries' time payments at time and salary
through extrawork. a half anddoutile time . "The new commissioner

A 1311;pa it; spokesman . ,,, William Robinson issaid yesterday that in the Auditor Gen Robert P -very aware of the problem
yeat ended June 30 the Casey. one of the critics, and that4long with. every
agency paid out nearly $4 zeroed to yesterday on other program, Is being
million in overtime, a boost overtime ari he state pris- looked at very carefully
of $750.000 over the pre. . on in Dallas. iftlzerneCoun- lac.. .nt correction bu-
vrOus year ty Mose than $4301674 was 'repu spokesman pad "He
Tlie byreau already had paid during the fiscal year does want to ,cut down or

been strongly crivparfor ended irtJune 1974
P. i the oArtime."

He said lormer.Lommis-Courtesy of the Associated Press. stoner Stewart Werner had

k

'Guards Du
For Itfigs&I Breaks 0.-

P.'" Th. "M''' Vn". 3...k. breiks since before July,
Abobt 1.700 state ptison 1973. '.

guards will be.reimburaed for Saylor; execidive di-
perhaps $1,000 each, for tor for the Bureau of Gu-
mmed coffee breaks, it was racoons, refused to comment

on pablislied reports of the,learned yesterday.
reimbursement..

The wuicitall'comes as a re- Th; guard answering the,
null of-an arbitrator's .deci- phone at the bureaOrhead:
sion earlier this month on quarters here- said he #ad
grievances filed at eight pee het-el of the decision, but
nal *institutions actots the added. "We should be getting
state. It may cost the corn- $2,000." a ,
monOfealto; as much, as $1.7 The arbitrator's deessiene

. million. . . / was banded down on July' 12.,
, Under the terms of _their accyrding, to published re'
contract .with the Slate. Bit- ports, but the made
re a u of Corrections. ttlienoennouncement of
3olards are allowed. a 15-minl According to Jack Walsh,
ute break every four hours president of guards Local

But because of critia 2 5 0 0 a t W e s t e r n State
manoower shortages at the Penitentiary. the payment
state's prisons, the men' !lave cwill be made to the guards
tot been able to take the - sometime this month.

Courtesy of, the Harrisburg Parriot.

I

a hiring freeze in effect be-
calsse of the tight budget

,policyadopted by the
Shapp administration.

But under Robinson, wheel
assumed the post last
month. the freeze has been
ltfted and 35 guard va-
cancies around the ,state
are being filled, the spokes-
man said .

'However. the overtime
problem will finger.

Glen R.,, Jeffes. superin-
tendent arBallas. said va-
cancies alone dbn't govern ,
how *such °venni:ill be
needed Vacations nd the
fan that *aphorized staff
levels are inadequate also
are factors, he said.

"I have requested adds-
tional officer positions the
last two years. 1 .received
no new positions .."

"Withput qdditionip °M-
eer positiOns 1 see very
little impact on the reduc-
tion of overtime," hesairt

.

I,

ti

a.
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1.3 Beoinn,,inq the Study for a !letter Scheduling
Procedure

.

Joe the reasons indicated aboveNa study was initi-
ated to determine if prison guards could be utilized more
efficiently than was occurring with the procedures then in
pse by'Ehe various state prisons (at discussed rn Section
LI, the work-sdheduling patterns then in use varied from'
prison to prison) : At the,beginning.of tflis project, 'the'

,

following objectives were Considered:

. (1r, provide a uniform work-scheduling pattern tor all
p, state prisons;

(2) eliminate excessive over4mp work by the prison
guaids; P

(3) indicate the optimal number gfprison guards to be ..,

emplOyed at each prison so as to minimize total ,P

labor costs while meeting specified work -force '

requirements; .
4

i

(4) provide, apniform pattern, of'shift rotation for.
. the gUerds at each prison.), . -

!-

It was soon decided that the selection of individual'
prisoR gilards to fil.1.. ihe...iarioustork assignments avail- '

'abl.e sheiliZt.be left i th.e.haAds,,of management to ProiAde
, .

maximum flexibinteln scheduling prison guards with
Nici4p1 ahilities, workApriferences, Itc.,,as Well as to

1(_keep the scope of,the .prdsen't project within reasonable 4

'bolindss(which could not be &Me if.accdunt had to be taken
, ,

P'

of each individual pfkson guard) Fop similqr reasons, .

thepatterr(of shift rotation jars, th'tvison guards at. ".

'each prison (objective (4,). above) was dmittec from further
. qconsideration. So it Vas decided to try...to develop a

workischi ling model seich,youldlmeet the first "thiefeof ...

the four obj 410 listed above. The'model-,is intended
;:r

.

to provide the basis for rob-tine scheluLing of the gudrd4,
,-.

.Unexpected abeentpeism'Causedby illness etc., will' ; re

- . ; tw
. always have to,bg ddalt with separafely .41 :"t occurs.'

slt- . , ,.,_

J. GEpERJW DiscussioN OF THE pORKrSSHEDULING-'MODEL
,--f ' ,

2s1 "Assumptiohs

.

'.

.

;.
.

.
0

. *: ..

aN.

Each pA csOn is considered as a Idompfetgiy geparat4

etlity% Then the model, a-lippljed tOeach prLson*kndi-
vidually, is basdd on the assumkions listed belOw.31iIn

-..the following discussion, the word shift refers,to one of
the three diyiSigns4of a day: 'Morning, Afternoop,'or

...

.
..

, . .

Night. The word period refers to a single eltht=hout .

,

length of time winich is determined.by specifying' both a ..114,

n

8 ,
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/

day of the week and a shiit'of.the day, e.g., the Wednest-
day:Afternoon period.)

(1) Each twenty-four-hour day is divided into three
eight-hour shifts: Morning, Afternoon, and.Night
tsee Tables 1 and 2).

(2) Work-force requirements (i.e., the numbers of
guards required to be,on duty) are known for each
period, of each day foria full seven-day week.

Furthermore, these r'equirements do not change from
week to week. Also, the total number of prison
guards NaVailable for work is constant (does not .

change during a week or from week to week). In

other words; the model developed here is a static ,

model for the scheduling of guards on a weekly
basis; it is not a dynamic model: (In this re-
apect, 'the model is similar to the one discussed
by J.A. Parsons (2).) Sep Section 2.3 for further
discussion of this assumption and a method to in
troduce limited dynamic qualities into the model.

(3) As a standard weekly tour'ofsduty, each,prison
guard is assigned to a forty-hour standard-rate

A. work schedule consisting of one eight-hour period
per day for five consecutive days, staying on the
same. shift fox all five days; fie/she then has two

consecutive days off before beginning this same
pattern again. For example, some guards work the
Morning shift Monday through Friday; other guards
work the the Night shift Wednesday through Sunday,
etc. :There are twenty7one pf these forty-hour

standard-\raIe work schedules: one each beginn\.ng

laith.Monday MTing, Monday Afternoon, Monday' ,

Night,'Tuesday Morning, etc., to Sunday Night (see
Section 3.2)., Since this is a static model;' these
forty-hour,standard-rate work schedulea,areoassum-
ed to repeat without change week after week (but

s4e Section 2.3).

(4) Work-force requirements,not.met by these standard-
rateyoik schedules are 'filled by overtime assign-

ments;-each.overtime atsignment is for one eight -
hour period.

(0' A prison guard is not eligible for overtime work
on any of the thirteen periods which occur during

his/her standard forty-hour work week; i.e.,
during the time commencing Withthe first standard
work period of'his/he'r five -day work schedule.

Fo4 example, a guard who wolk.s the Morning shift

Monday through Friday as his/her standard forty-
hour work week would not be eligible for overtime

a

.43
9
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work anytime between Monday Morning period and
Fria' Morning perild, inclusive.

(6) A guard h eligibte)forovertimeVork'on any of
the eight periods which-occur during his /her two
days off, commencing with the period imitediateli

following his/herolifth standard wor} period and
terminating with thg period immediately pc.eceding

the first standard work period of his/her next
five-day work schedulk Forexample, a guard who
works the Morning shift Monday through Friday as
his/her standard forty-hour work week would be
eligible for overtime work on any of the eight .

periods - between Friday Afternoon and Sundaylslight,
inclussive.

(7) 'However,:no guard may work more than two overtime
periods during his/her two days off.

(el As implied by the above vssumptions/ a guard may
work two or even three consecutive eight -hour
periOds4 depending on what combinaton of standard
'nd overtime periods he/she,is assigned. Seen.
Section 2.24 for discussion of modaying the ,as-
sumption in the model. A

(9) All pri.Son guards are assumed to be paid at the

same (unspecified) standaLd'rate for an eight-hour
period, with no account being taken o84differences
.in ,pay because of differences in seniority,

skills; etc: (Otherwise, minimization,of overtime
costs would require that overtiMeigork for each
week always be assigne&to guards receiving the.'
lowest rate of pay.)

(10) If a guard does overtime work durig his/her two
days off, then for the first overtime period
during the two days of he/she is paid one - and -a-
half (1.5) times his/her standard rate of pay. If
he/she, works a second ovet-time period during the
same two days off, then for this second overtime
period, he /she is paid two (2)- times his/her

standard rate of. pay. (The numbers 1.5 and 2
specified above can be changed easily in the
model.)

2.2 Input Requirements of the Model and Resulting
Output

For a given prison, the model needs the work -force
requirements for eac4period of each of the week. -

(twenty-one 'frequirsiments in all) as input data. 'The nodel
will tliendetermine an "optimal" size of the work force
(total number of guards), an "optimal" number.of.guards to

4
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be assigned to each of the twenty-one forty-hour staodard7

rate work schedules, and an "optimal" number of guards to
be assigned to IliNch,period`Of each day on an overtime

basis, so as to "minimize° total 1 or Costs while meeting

the conditions stipulated in the as umptions of'Sec'tion

2.1.and at least satisfying the spe ifi ork -force rer

-quirements. (In this paper, the wor "optimal" and

"minimize," when in quotes, will mean nearly optimal and
-'narly minima), repectively, because of the procedure used

to obtaiman integer-valued solution; see Section 3.6.)
The model will indicate which of the one-and-a-half-rate
overtime assignments are to be fined from each forty-hour
standard -rate work schedule, and which of the double-rate

overtime assignments are to,Se filled from each one-5nd-a-
half-rate overtime assignment so as to satisfy assumptions

(4), (5),-(6), and () in Section 2:1.: Finally, the model
.w,111 indicate the toter labor cost resulting from this

overall work pattern; the cost is given as a-multiplier of
the cost foK a prison guard ta work one standard-rate
eight-hour period. For example, if guards. are paid $3 an

hour as standard rate (a figure used for illustrative pur-
poses. only) , then the total .,labor cost given by the model

must be multiplied by $24 to express total labor cost in

dollars. Recall from Section 1.3 that the selection of,

individual prison guards to fill the various work
assignments indicated tali the model is left in the ,hand's of

management ,to Kovide maximum 'flexibility in scheduling
guards.with special abilities, work preferences, etc.

2.3' Modifying the Model for a Fixed Work Force

Very slight modification of the model will enable a
user to specify the size of the work force (tota] number
of guards) as input data along with the twenty-one work-

forge requirements: In this case, for a fixed total work

force, the,coSt of standard-rate work Ls fixed (assuming,
.as in assumption (3-) °of Section 2.1, that each guard works

at least forty hours per week). So, the objective of

minimizing total labor costs now becomes eqUivalent to
minimizing overtime costs only. ,-The model will now deter-

q mine an "optimal" number of guards to be assigned to each
of the twenty-one foky-hour standard-Kate work schedules,
and an "optimal" number of guards to be,assigned to each
period of each day on an overtime basis, so as to "mini-

mize" overtime costs white meeting the conditions stipu-
lated in the assumptions of Section 2.1 and at least

satisfying the specified work-force requirements. Other

features of the model output are similar to the variable-
wqFk-force case discussed in Section 2.2,,except that

./
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overtime cost is given instead of total manpower cost.
Further discussion of this modification is given in.
Section°4.1.

This flexibility makes it pOssible to use the model-
to determine a newrsetof work-force assignments using a
previously-dete ed total work force, in response to a
perhaps seasonal y-adjusted pattern of work-force re-
quirementS, 'with relatively minor "end effects" necessary
to smooth. the transition from one set of work -force as-.
Signnients to he next., Since-past policies, union con-
tracts, availability of trained manpower, etc., all
restrict the total work force from week to week, this
limited flexibility may provide sufficient dynamic
character to the model.

2.4 Modifying the Model to Prevent Consecutive
Work Periods

'When a prison guard works two oCthree consecutive
eight-hour periods as indicated in assumption (8) of
Section 2.1, then_fatigue, inefficiency, tension, etc.,
will, surely result. Such conditions can have serious
consequences in a situation requiring delicate inter-
personal relationships, such'as occur in a prison. The
work-scheduling model described Mere can be modified to
impose restrictions against any guard working three con-
secutive eight-hour periods, or against any guard working
even two consecutive eight-hour Periods. More generally,
the model can be modified to impOse any desired number of
"rest" periods between those periods for which a guard is
considered eligible for overtime work., This'eligibility
dependS, of course, on which forty-hour standard-rate work
schedule the4uard is assigned. Of course, the number of
rest periods must be consistent with assumptions (4), (5),
(6), and (7) in Section 2.1. This modification merely
requiies the deletion of certain terms from the mathe-
matical expressions representing assumptions (6) and (7),
and the removal of the corresponding terms from the
computer-card decks with which the model is' implemented.
The modification is tedious but straightforward. See
Section 3.4 for further details.

2.5 Overstaffing

As indicated in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, the solution
provided by the model will at ledst satisfy the specified
work-force requirements. In other words, the total number
of prison guards (standard-rate arta overtime) assigned to
any periodof any day will at least equal the correspond-
ing work-force requirement for O.& period. Because

12
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standard-rate wotk'schedules are assigned iR forty-hour

"blocks," it*is possible that the number of standard -rate

*iguarqs assigned to a-particular period of some day mAy
'eX4eed the corresponding work-fore requirement for that

period, POorknowledge'of thit situation will enable.
management to efficienely,schedule any anticipated extra
work to be done duriig such overstaffed periods. Of

course, when a period is already Overstaffed by standard-
rate guards,. the model will not assign any overtime-for

that period. 'Also, thiz,overstaffed condition should not
be.misinterpietedfit sti1.1...represents a.Wnimum-cost"

solution to the work-schedulidg problem deScribed by the
Model, using the twenty-one specified work7force require-
ments. Examples bf such overstaffed periods will be given
in Section 4.

'MATHtMATICAL;DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

3.1 Preliminary Comments

The Wathematical model developed in this se ion for

minimizing total labor costs in accordance w h the pre- ,

vious discussion is an integ- ne ramming/tarter,

i.e., a4linpar programming odel in which the decision

-4variables must be integer valued. Very good discussions

of the theory and applicat on of linear' programming in

4e
modeling real-worlid,problem are given in several bt:tics,

including [i], .141. Both of t' -se books discuss the

additional complications that can arise when the decision

variables must be integer valued. We will return to this',

consIteration fot the present model in Section 3.6. 1.

YA

3.2 Notation

As a regular standard-rate weekly tour of duty, each

prison guard is assigned to work eight hours per day for
five consecutive days, staying on the same shift for all
five days, and then to have two consecutive days off.' The

seven possible five-day work schedules.are indicated be-
low, withika corresponding value for an index k:

Work Schedule
M T W Th

T W 'Th

W Th'

M . Th
'M T

M T W
-0 T W 'Th

F

F

F

F

F

The following notation will be used:

1

S 2
S Su 3

S Su 4

S Su 5

S Su 6

Su! 7

. 13
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fik

R
1 = required number of prison guards (work-force

requirement) for day i and shift.3.
N = total work force (number of prison guards).
xk3 = number of prison guards to be regularly assigned to

work schedule k, shift 1, at standard 6.1\e.
yo = number of prison gpards to be assigned to d4y 1,

shift j, at one-and-a-half-rate overtime.
2i3 = number of prison, guards to be assigned to day i,

shift j, at double-rate ove'rtime.

u 13;pq= number of prison guards chogen from xpq to work
one-and-a:-half-rate overtime on day 1, shift 3.

wi3(mn;pq)= number of prison guards chosen fro's) umn.pq to
wdrk at double -raze overtime on day

J1,

shift.3
= number of prison guards chosen from's*/ to work'

. at one-and-a-half-rate overtime on day m, shift
n, and at double -rate overtime on day 1, shift
3 ..

Table 3 indicates the .work-force assignments using.,Ote
yi3, zi3 notation:,..
As examples of the notation, we have

R23 = required number of prison guards for Tuesday Night.
x42 = number of prison_guards to be regularly assigned to

Work Schedule 4 (Th, F, S, Su, M), Afternon shift,
at Standard rate:

y23 = number of prison guards to be assigned to Tuesday
Night at one-and-a-half-rate overtime.

232 = number of prison guards to be assigned to Wednesday
Afternoon at double-rate overtime.

u123;42= number of prison vards.chosen from x42 to work
one-and-a-hal.f-rate overtime on Tuesday Night,

w32(23;42) `'_number of prison guards chosen from
u23 ;42 towork double-rate overtime on Wednesday

Afternoon.

, V

Exercise 3.2 Notation:
,

(a) Write out the definitions of Rg2, x53, y31, s72: u32;53, and

W51(32;53)' )
(b) Is the symbol u23;62 valid for this model? Explain.
(c) How many consecutive eight-hour shifts are worked by the group

of prison guards repregyted by the symbol w72(63;.21)?

W42(41;53)? W73(72:11)7 146,1(52;62)'?
(d) Without looking at Table 3, write out the expression

representing the total number of prison guards to be working
Tuesday Afternoon.

14
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TABLE 3

Numberof Prison Guards to be Assigned to Each
Period of Each Day

.

.
SHIFT ,,.

.

. -
.

Mornihg.(a.m.) Afternoon (p.m.) 'Night (nt.)
DAY . 6 a.m. r 2 p.m. 2 p.m.,- 10 p.m. 10 p.m. - 6 a.m:

3 '--- 1, , j = 2 j. = 3

. ,
MONDAY x11+x414-x61+x6I+x71

.
'x12+x42+x52+x62+x72 x13+x43"53/x63+x73

i = 1 Y11,. Y12 Y13 0

Z11 zi. z13

TUESDAY x11+x21+x61+x61+x71 +xx12-i.x.ze .
5241(62+x72 x1341(23+1453+x63+x73

i = 2 Y21 Y22 Y23
.

21 .
z22, z23

WEDNESDAY1x11+x214-x31+x61+x71 xl2+x22+x32+x62+x72 x13+x23+x33+x63+x73

. i = 2 Y31 Y32 Y33
z31 z32

z33

THURSDAY x11+xil+x31+x41+x71 x..-rx +5c..: +x +xle -22 -.32 -42--72 x +x +x +x +x-12--23--33--43--73
'i = 4 Y41 Y42 '43

Z41 Z42 z41

FRIDAY icil-Fx21+x31+x41+x61 x12+x22+x32+x42+k62.x13+x23+x33+x43+x63

i-= 5. Y51 Y52 Y53
.

Z52, Z51 Z53

SATURD/T-
x21 +x31 +x 41+x61 +x61 x2 2+x3 2+x4.e +x--

z'",c.62 X23 +X33 +X43 +X53 +X63

i = 6 Y61 Y62 Y63

Z61 z62 Z63

SUNDAY x31-1-x41+x61+x61+x71 x32 +x42+x52+x62+x72 x3341c43+x53+x63+x73
i = 7. Y71 'Y72 Y73,,'

z710. 72 . .

. Z73

9
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The Objective Function; Total Labor Cost

Total labor cost includes overtime cost as well as
standard-ratt cost and f.ringe benefits. Now, fringe

4 benefits are approximately equal to 20% of a prison
guard's standard-rate pay, and are a cost in addition to
his /her standard-rate pay. So, the total standard-rate

pay ;or five eight-hour periods and corresponding fringe

benefits is approximately equal to the cost of six sta4
dard -rate eight-hour periods (20% of-five is one, and one

plus five is six).. the total labor cost for all
guards was taken as six times the number Of guards on the
`work force, plus the total cosi'of all- overtime assign-

ments; this overtime cost was again formulated as a
multiplierof the standard -rate cost for one prison guard
to work an eight-hour period. -

The objective function of our integer linear pro-
gramming ,probldmr for the minimization of total,labor cost

is then

7 3

Minimize Z = 6N + 1 (1.5 yij + 2zij).
i=1 j=1 a

-If prison guards are paid $3 per hoar, then, this value of

Z must be multiplied by $24 to give actual labor cost in
dollars.

Ep4ise 3.3 Labor Cost

If fringe benefits of 20% were paid for overtime work as well as for

standatd-rate work, how then should the objective function repre-

senting total labor cost be written?

16

3.4 Constraints

The constraints for our model are,

7 3

k =1' j =1

1 \x = N

=

k

xk.
3

+

13

+ z 13

Yij pYijnogg

1..11ij;pq
'IN

,3

z 13
=

m,n

13

Prq
L wij(mn;13q)
f

-20

Vhif



li
w13(mn;pq) umnpq

e

'
awhere the summations are taken over appropriate walnes

of the indices'consistentoith the assumptions given.in
Section 2.1, and Where all variables'{}, fyii4.
{ZEi}, {wii(mn;p0} are nonhegbtive integers.
Note that the lyi3}, and tziji are convenient notational,
and conceptual stand-ins for various sums of certain of
the fu. 1 and fw. but are suterfluous to13;Pc1 13(mn;pq)
the mathematical description of the problem; the neces-
'sary variables fOr the'mathematical description are the
{xki}, (oi3;pq}, and {4,3(mil;pq)}.

For illustration, some typical examples of these.
constraints ar-e given below. The underlining illus-
trates the modifications fc4 preventing consecutive work.'
periods mentioned in Section 2.4, as follows: triple
underlining indicates a tenet representing threeconsecu-'
tive work periods, dopble underlining indicates a'tenm
representing two consecutive wogt periods, single under-

' lining indicates a.term representing one consecutuve .

work period at least one rest period between work
-. periods), ,andno underlining indicates aterm represent- '

ing at least two rest periods between work periods. So,
if prison guards are required to have At least two test
periods between work'periods, then delete all.:the under-
lined entries in the following constraints. If guards .

are only required to have at least one rest period'
between work periOds (i.e., are,not,permitted to'work-
two consecutive eight-hour periods),, then retain,the'
singly-underlined entries (as well as the nonundeilined

`'entries, of course) but delete the doubly-underlined and
triply-underlined entries. If gualds are permitted to cap,

work two consecutive 15eriods,AAt are not permitted to
work three consecutive periods, then retain the singly-
and doubly-underlined entries, but delete-the triply-

. 4
underlined entries Finally, if guards are permitted to:
work three consecutiveTeiiods, then retain all ttie
entries. .

-x33 + x43 x53 + x63 + x73 + y73 + 2731' 2, R73;

'5'73 ' 11/3;11 u73;12+ u43;13 +:-P.73;21 u73;22

't u73;23 +)13;31 973;32;

973;11 972;11 u71;11 u63;11 -1- U62;11

u61;11 '153;11 +.952411 S x11;
Z.



773 w73-(12;11)

+w73

+ W73(72;12)

4-.V73,(72; 21) w7ailftf4v?9,) '''
, r

+ 'W7 ki7 2;13I
A>

W73 (72;.23) . "
. .

W7eP0;.,31)

N.;
71 1 + W73 71.12

+

+ w3

w73(71;21)+
;,;,0

w73(11 ;22.)..,)-X4...

+ w73(71;23)

+-w73(63;11) + w73(63112) + w73(63;13),,

+ 1'73(63;214 + w73(63;.22)

+ w73(62;11) w73(62;12)+ w73(62;13)
,

+ '47'3(62;211

+ '73(61;11) +4%473(61;12) 4* w73(61;13)

+ w73(6.1) + w73(53;12)

;'= r

,
O

20 '

`. ,

9.

.
0

.

W73(52a14' 4'
gor

W71(52;11) + w64(52;11)
A

'73(52;11) + w72(52;11T

w 73(53;1-1)

w62(52;11) + W61(52;11) + w54.(52;1P1),

4.u5211
\I' - 4

W71(53;11) + w63(53;11)+ '72(53;11)

w73(61;11)

W62(53;11) + w61(53,41.)'.'"4 u53111;4

W72(61;11) + w71(61;11) + W63(61;11)

;
ger

+:'62(61;11y $ u61;11;

W73(62;11) + W72(62;11) +

u6211;

(63;11) + W72(63;11) 4.7'471(63;11) S u63;11

r.

W71(62;11) + w63(62;11)

7 71;11) + w72

w73 7211

18

71.11 S u7.1;11;

72.11

2.2
-1.

49.



lxercise 3.4 Constraints:

By afialogy with the examples given above, complete the following

*constraints for.our model, including the underlining as just
discussed:

A52;
Y52 " u??;?? + ...;

",202,~ x52; z52 ",u??(??0?) "*;
w2,02;??)'+ u23;52 In?(??1??) u31;52;

.

w??(;??)??
,

u32;52; w??(?2;??) + u33;52;

w?.?(??;?) v41;52; w2?(??0?) +
u42;52;

w??(??;??) u43;52.

3.5 Summary of the Mathematkcal Model'

To sipmerize the matheilatical model, it_is_con-

venient to imagine-that each constraint is rewritten
with all variables (N and the i's, y's, z's, u's, and
w)s) appearing on the left of the algebraic si,gn (=,
or <) and only constants (the Riileor 0) appearing on
the eight side of'the sign. For example.the-"Total
work. force" constraint would be rewritten as

x11 "" X21 x12 x22 x73 N =

with all 21 x's included. Then the model can,be sum-
maTized as in Table 4.\ The matrix referred to in Table
4 consists of"8-21 columns (one for each variable and
'one for the right-hand-side termsqof the iewritten.con-
straints) together with 233 rows (one for the objective
function and,one for each constraint), giving a total

,

of 191,293

A gell is the intersection of a column and a row,
and 'the,entry in each cell is the eoefffcient of the
variable corresponding to that umn (or-is the right-
hand side-element) the nstraint (or objectiVe
junctionY,coriespouding.to that row. It.his useful tu
know the number of nonzeTo cells in the matrix because

only nonzero cell entries.have to be punched on cards .

.,,fbr implementing the model on a.computer,-:,nd the num-,

ber of npnzero cells affects the computation time for
solving the problem. The number of nonzero cells given
in Table 4 assumes that-prisomguards'ae permitted to
work three consecutive periods.

awl 9
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TABLE,'4,

SupMary of the Mathematical, Model,

N

x

-z

u*
w

Total.

Number of variables

1

21

21

21

= 168
x 21 = 588

1.+ (39 x 21) = 820

Number of constraints

TOtal Work Force 1

SunntR73, etc. (21-work-force

requirements) 21

Y7 21

X11, etc. 21

Z73, eft. 21

U5211, etc. 7 x 21 = 147

Total 1 + (11 x 21) = 232'.

.

Number of nonzejo cells in thelPinatrix

Objective ftfnction .' 1 + (2 x 21) '= 43

Total work force 1 + ' 21 = 22
SUnntR73, etc. '8 x 21 = 168
Y73, etc. p x 21 = 189
X11, etc. 9 x-21 = 189
%33, etc. 29 x 21 = 609
U5211, etc. 35 x 21 = 735

t_Tbtal 2'+ (93 x 21) =1955

20
,24



Exercise 3.5 Summary of the Mathematical ModeL When Prison Guards

Must Take At Least Two Rest Perkods Between Work

Periods:

Reconstruct Table for this case. How many cells are in.tfie
matrix now? How many have nonzero,entries?

3.6 'Solution Procedure

The sol'tion procedure is as follows. The linear
programming problem is solved, ignoring tile integer

-,-'

charaCter of the variables. This yields,a global
'4.,4

.

optimal solution, but will In general produce noninte-
gerylues for the variableq. If the resulting total
work force V is noninteger, it is rounded up to t4k _-
next largest integer value. Whateyer (fractional) num- ,

bet that wag added to N to accomplish this rounding is
then added to x11; this ensures that the 'X's will st41
sum to the new (integer) value of N..(the'choice of ill

- is arbitrary). Each of these twenty-one x's which-4-s--
'nonintegerris then rounded to either the next smallest
or next largest integer in such a way that the integer'
sum N of all twenty-one x's is preserved: A FORTRAN
program to accomplish this rounding is given in Table
5. The linear programmipq problem id tlien resolved

. with the x's fixed at these integer valdes. Since the O

work-force requirements (theRij's) are integers, this
. results in integer-valued overtime assignments; speci-

fically', the sumyii + zii\now necessafly must be_a
nonnegative integer for each of-the 21 periods.

.-
- Furthermore, minimization of total_labor cost requires

-.' 'that no double -time assignment,be made for any period
in which time - antra -half assignments are still pos4-

p. sible. Sin! the time-and-a-half variables (the u's)
satisfy

1

u1J. x
;Pq , Pq

l,)
V,:t

where the x's are, integers, exhaustion of all possible
time -and-a -half assignments_ implies that the u's will
be integers; hence each

Yij = / uji;floJ
es,

w.

will be an integer. _Then each zii,will be an integer.
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-CHARACTER*19 DAYS ( 7)/

-44

, 117ibtt s

FORTRAN Progam for Rounding the - x s

ROUND THE OPTIMAL X'S TO INTEGER VALUES.

1 'WEDNESDAY -SUNDAY ' , '
2' SATURDAY-WEDNESDAY ' , '
CHBRACTER*9 SHIFTS OW
DIMEIION XX01)

MONDAY- FRIDAY , '
THURSDAY-MONDAY , '

SUNDAY-THURSDAY '/
MORNING , 'AFTERNOON '

SUMX- .0
SUMC=0.0

C ,SUMC IS THE ALGEBRAIC TOTAL OF ' FROM ROUNDING THE X'S DOWP (+) OR
C UP ( -) WHEil ALL 21 OF THE X 'S HAVE BEEN ROUNDED, SUMC WILL- ZEIO AND

TUESDAY-SATURDAY

FRIDAY-TUESDAY

IGHT '/

C THE TOTAL OF THE ROUNDED TEGER X'S (solx) WILL EQUALJHE TOTK OF . THE .
.

C ' ORIGINAL OPTIMAL ,x' (1 . ,. THE, TOTAI! WORKFORCE). IT IS NOT -NEteSSARY TO .1*=.0cle- 1-& . KNOW THE TOTAL WORK E TO DO THE ROUNDING,
ItUNCH 5

5 FORMA; (GHOOUNDS) 4
I

S

15 'FORMAT (5X , F10.5) - / . li . . ' .A.--..%r
READ 15, (xx(Oki..--1,21)

.DO 60 I =1,3' 7f° -----.. 7e' .:. ...

DO 60 4=1,7 ' 0 ;:;'e . "
...:;-,7 s,*'*`.;Z:c-

.- -,1,SHIFT . /
.,..: :-,i'::' ; ,

;',,:-,

.,_

TAKE THE -X ' S, IN ORDER BY
K=I+3*(J-1) -

.X=XX(K)
IX=X
FIX=1 X

Cti IX AND FIX ARE THE INTEGER
77:- FX=r-FIX
C FX IS THE FRACTIONAL PAR

IF ( FX . -0.0) GO T0,5
IF. (,FX -KT . .AND.:SU
IF (F AN, 0.5 ANC SUMC
IF (FX .GE: 0.5 .AND.

°( FX .GE. 0.5 AND.. ( -S

10 eX=FI X
.0 V X IS ROUNDED gOW.N

SUMC.'SUNC+FX-
f." --TO. 50 0:4 Iv

)(Fri i:+1401V "
X IS, 110UNDa'UP
SUME=SUMC-(1.07FX)

50 SUMX=SUMX+X 4,

XX(K)*X
60 CONTINUE

K=Oe

DO -100 1=1,7
--06-100

- A'017-
PRINT 55, -1,J,XX(K)',DAYS( I ) ,11FT4S(J)

55 FORMAT (2HCIX:11,11,311 = 5,15H OFFICERS WORK
4241 SHIFT-AT STANDARD 'RATE . )

RUN.C14-65, I ,J,XX(K)

7'

7;f7PA1C;5:7075EG ER AND MU

%

.LT.. 1. ) GO TO
.Gt. 1.0-F ) GO ;TO 20

(1.0 -FX)) TO 20
E0 (1.0- GO, Td.v10÷,-*"

-s. "4"
<.er,

.7, 4

° '-..4.1°.

.44 44".-1". ,;. cse.
CO e -4=

P.' '4,4,4;14,
41 41 !"."

65 FORMAT (7H FX.RND
-100,CONTIVUE
-3 _PRINT 75, SIIMX

FORMAT (HIHO;FI5
,.RETURN

END

.5,19H = TOTAL WORKFORCE.)

" .74"
%.

4 o
A

tt,

,A19,V-th ,A9, : 4.

,er- I A

...7- "-- '-' '''''' 4e.T.... '
--.11-:'

... ..
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But

where

2ij
'sm n p q

wij(mn;pq

1 .1 w..,ijol;pq)
1.7

Since the u's and z's are integers, this implies that
the w's will be integers. Thus thissecond linear pro-
gramming problem (using the rounded integer-valued x's)
will possess a completely integer-valued optimal solu-

tion, and this 'solution is used as the solution for the
model.

In solving an integer linear programming problem,
"'it is known that merely rounding-off noninteger vari-.

ableS in the solution to thecorresponding-linear prOA
. gramming problem can result in an infeasible solutiop

for the integer problem,for a feasible solution which
is far from the optimal integer '-valued solution."far"
as measured by the Value of the oje6tive function).

For a simple graphical illustration of this, see pages
.687-698 in the book by Hillier ad Lieberman (see
References). eowever, we are not taking these risks in
our procedure. By rounding the noninteger x's and N so
that the constraint

xki ='N
4 k,j '

is preserved, we are sure that any resulting optimal
solution to the second linear programming problem is

. both feaiible for'the originalprobleM, and also opti-
mal forhe original problem given these integer x=.
values. v.

Alsoi/from the (noninteger -- valued) solution to the

first prOblem, we have the global minimum total laborer

cost for comparison with the minimum total labor cost

from the'second,(integer-valued) IOlution. In all test
cases that have been run, the increase in total labor
cost between the global optimal solution-and the inter

'.- -.g4-valued-solutian-has-been.--nominal For-example, the
increase in`total 1.bor cost between the global optimal

solutioh.and the integer-valued solution for the data
'in Section, 4.2 was only 2.25*times the cost of a'stan-

dard-rate eight-hour period, i.e., 2.25 x $24 .=.:46$54, if

prison guards' were paid $3 perjlour as standardsrate.

In-other words, since we do not know that the

rounded integer-valuedx's.,dsed in the second rinear
:programming problem are optimal integer values for the

27
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original problem, we cannot be sure that we have the
optimal integer-valued solution to the original prob-
lem. But we do know that we have a very good integer-

. valued solution, since it is almost as good (measured

bY the objective function), as the global optimal solu-

tion (the optimal solution to the first problem). In

solving real-world problems, this is often the best
that can be done.

Exercise 3.6 Rounding the x's

(Fortudents who kno'w FORTRAN): Given the following twenty-one
x-values, whose sum is N = 137, round them to all integer values
by following the FORTRAN program in Table 5. Verify that the sum

' of the rounded integer x's is still 137.

xii = 17.2 X12 = 9.4 x13 = 3.0
x21 = 8.2 x22 =,6.4 x23 = 2.8

.x31 = 10.2 x32 = 8.4 x33 = 0.0

x41 = 3.2 x42 = 6.4 x43 = 3.8
x51 = 6.2 x52 9.4 x53 = 6.4

x61 = 9.2 x62 1-7..4 x63 = 3.8
= 4.2 x72 = 8.4 x73 = 3.8

4 COMPARISON OF RESULTS FRQM THE XIODEL WITH PAST DATA
FROM TWO tRISONS

4.1 Prisbn
%of^

Data proved by prison H fOirjhe week ending
September 23, 1973 are shown,inTable 1. For each
eight-hour work period, eight numbers au shown.
Recall from Section 1.2 that the first, second, and

third numbers not in parentheses are the numbers of
prison, guards reported as having been assigned to that
period at standard rate,,one-and-a-half-rate overtime,
and.dayble-rate overtime, respectively. The'fourth
number not in parentheses for each eight-hour periOd is

the sum of the first three, and was used in. the model

,2.-as the work-force-requirement (Rip for that period-
(e.g., R31 = 49),

4 For this test of the model, it was decided to use

the total work force N fixed at a value representative
of the total work force actually available at Prison H
during that week, i.e., to modify the basic thodel as

discussed in Section 2.3. This modification merely
requires that the,variabiN in the total work-force-

..

constraint (nxki = N) be eplaced by the desired
4
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numerical value, and the objective function be modified
to include overtime cost only, i.e.., Z = +

2z..), since the cost of standard-rate work, is fixed
when N is fixed. Onfortunateky, the value of b could
not be provided by the prison management. Under the
assumptiqn that the standard-rate work assignments
reported in the data represent each guard working a

forty -hour work schedule as descr.ibed in assumption (3)

of Section 2.1, it is posiible to solve for the number
of guards assignedito each of the twenty-one forty-hour
work schedules, i.e., to solve for the twenty-one x's.

For example, using the data from Morning Shift in
Table 1 and the standard-rate assignments (the x's)
indicated in Table 3, 'we can write

Monday: xi'
x41 x51 x61 x71 = 40

Tuesday: x11 + x21 + x51 + x61\+ x71 = 44

Wednesday: x11,+ x2r + x31
x61 x71 = 44

Thursday: x11" x21 x31 x41 x71 = 42

Friday: x11 + x21 + x31 + x41 + x51 = 44

Saturday: x21101231 x41 + x51 + x61 = 36

Sunday:
-'1131 x41 x51 x61 x71 = 33

These seven equations can then,be solved for the seven
x's. This same procedure can be used for Afternoon
shift and Nightlift. Then the sum of these twenty-
one x's should gave the total work force N (under as-
sumption (3) of Section 2.1).

Note that the coefficient matrix of` the above
equations is

1 0 0 1- 1 1 1

1 1 0 '0 1 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 . 1 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1 A. 1 1

whose inverse is

1
3.

29
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and these two matrices will also apply for the
Afternoon shift and Night shift data.

However, when this. was done° for the ,Pr i son H data
in Table 1, fourteen of those twenty-one numbers (the
x's for Morning and Night shifts). were fractional
(e.g., x11 = 14 4/5), indicating that the data are not
consistent with assumption (3); indeed, it is now known
that the two State plisons discussed here (Prisons H
and G) were not then scheduling guards according to
assumption (3) However, even if assumption (3) had
been in effect, absenteeism could still result in some
such inconsistencies. It was then necessary to esti-
mate the total ;work force by some method. This was
done by summing the twenty-one numbers (including their
fractional parts) as found from the above, procedure,
and then rounding this noninteger sum to the next larg-
est integer, which gave an estimated total work force
ofe N = 1 .

Since each.prisorr guard is assumed .to work one
eight-hour period per day for five conseCutAre days at
standard rate, this same estimate. can be obtained by,
dividing the sum of the twenty-one standard-rate work
assignulents (as. reported by Prison H) by five, 'and then
rounding this noninteger quotient., to the next largest
integer. For example, add the previously-given equa- '
tions for the Morning, shift x' s, repeat for the other
two shifts, and add. all three of 'these results; on the
left you have 5 times the sum of -.the 21 x's and on the
right"you have the numerical sum:of the twenty-one
standard-,rate work assignments fr-om the data. However,
this method does not explicitly reveal the degree to
which the data are inconsistent with assumption (3),.
To illustrate this method using the dat% from Table 1,
we have (40 + 44 + -44 + 42 + 17 + 16 + 16 + 17)/5
= 136.2 so take N = 137, as above;

Using this total work force and the work-force re-
quirements indicated in Table IA, the model was applied
to find a set of "optimal" work -force assignments that
would satisfy 'these ,requirements at "minimum" overtime
cost (which is equivalent_to _total .labor_
cost, because here the total work, force was taken as
fixed at 137).

For each eight -hour work period in Table.1, the
model results for standard-rate; one-and-a-half-rate
overtime, and-dbuble-rate overtime assignments are
shown-as the first, second', and third numbers in pa-..
rentheses, respectively.. The fourth number in paren,-
th'esed is tile . total of the first three, and must equal

26
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or exceed thefourth number not in parentheses (Rip,

for the work-force requirement to be met during that
eight-hour period. Of course, the model guarantees
that this will always occur.

The week ending September 23, 1973 was chosen for
study at Prison.BI because.the data for this week indi-

cated more double-rate overtime than any other week at
Prison H during the period for which data were reported

' (froth the week ending July 1, 1973 to the week ending
December 2, 1973). Assuming that prison guards are
paid $3 per hour as standard rate, the total overtime ,

cost indicated by the data in Table 1 is $564, as found
in Section 1.2. The total overtime cost that would.
have resulted from the model solution (based on a total
work force of 137) is

).
''(1.5)(1.+ 5 + 1 + 3) ($24) = $360

I. for aSavings of $204 during this week at Prison H. If '

prison guards were paid more than $3 per hour as stan-
dard rate, the savings would be proportionately larger.

The'compUter cost to obtain- this...Solution was about

$23, bdt with a more sophisticated computer implementa-

4bion of the model (which was used with the Prison,G

data described in Section 4.2), this computing cost
probably would, haves been less than $11.

Exercise 4.1 Solvine_for the "Optimal" Standard-Rate Assignments

(a) Using the given inverse matrix, verify that the data in Table

1 yield xii = 14 4/5.

(b) Exercise 3.6 gave the noninteger global optimal x's resylting

from N = 137 and the Rii's indicated in'Table 1., In Exercise

3.6 you rounded these xis to all'integer values. Now verify

that these integer x's result in the "optimal" standard-rate

work assignments shown in Table 1 (the first nymber in-paren-

theses in each eight -hour period).-

4.2 Prison Q

Data provided by 9riSon G for the week ending
September 30, 1973 are shown in Table 2. The arrange-

.

ment of the data is similar totothat in Table 1. An

attempt 'to'determine the total work force N from the

standard-rate work assignments shown in Table 2 using
the method described in Section 4.1 showed these data
to be wildly inconsistent with assumption (3) of Sec -
tion 2,4. Not only were ,seven of the twenty-one num-
bers (ihe',x's, representing forty-hour work-schedule

31
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assignments)-tractional\ but four of them were nega-
tive. So,' for this set of data it was decided to have

the model determine the "optimal" site of the work
force N as.well as the "optimal" assignments to satisfy

the work-force requirements in Table 2, at "minimum" -

total labor cost. This is the ,basic model with no
modifications.

The "optimal-sized" work force N for "minimum" to-
tal labof cost was found to be 349; the "optimal" as-
signments are shown_in parentheses in Table 2 as was
done in Table 1).

In order to compare the apparent actual total

labor cost for this week at Prison G with the cost'
resulting from the model solution; it was again neces-
sary to estimate the actual total work force by some
Method. As in Section 4.1, the method used was to
algebraically sum the twenty-one numbers (x's) repre-

senting the forty hour work-schedule, assignments (in-
cluding theii fractional parts andttaking account of
the negative values), and then round this sum to the
next largest integer, which gave an estimated total
work force of 238.

Again assuming that prison guards are paid $3 per
hour as standard rate, the total labor cost indicated
by the data reported by Prison G for this week is

-14q.

(6(238) ($24) + (1. .5).(542)($24) + (2) (92) ($24) = $58,200

(based on thAtttimated total work force of 238). The

total labor:cost that would have resulted from the

model solution is

(6)(349)($24) + "(1.5) (112)($24) = $54,288

foil' a Savings of $3,912 during thit week at Prison G.

Th4 computing cost to obtain this solution was less
than $10. Thus, a substantial savings in total labor
cost could be obtained by increasing the work force and
reducing _the amount of overtime work in an "optimal"

manneL

i.3 Comments on the Model Results,

For the two tests of the model described here, the
*model was implemented on the Pennsylvanid State

University's TRM 370/168 running under OS and using the
Mathematical Programmipg System/360 Version 2, Linear

Programming. Computing expenses were nominal, as re-

ported in Sectioni 4.1,. and 4\2.
.

OVerstaffed periods, as discussed in Section 2.5,
occur in the 'two examples just presented a4tifollows:
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(A) At Prison H '.- Thursday Afternoon.
(B) At PriSon G - Monday Morning, Friday Morning,

Friday Afternoon, and Sunday Night...

It should be noted that some of these overstaffed peri-
ods result' from the rounding procedure used to obtain
an integer-valued solution, while others (notably
Friday Afternoon and Sunday Night at Prison G) occur
because of the block effect in the standard-rate work
assignments as-discussed in Settion 2.5. That is; the
.overstaffing for Friday Afternooq,and,Sunday Night at
Prison G occurs in the noninteger-valued global optimal
solution as well as in\the "optimal" integer-valued,
solution given in Table 2.

The model solutions given ih Tables 1 and 2 indi-
cate no double-rate overtime assigriments. However
this need not, always occur. For example, if the case
discussed in Section repeated, byt with a
Tuesday Afternoon, work-force reqUirement of 46 instead
of 146, then the "optimal" total work force is N = 304,
and double-rate overtime assignments will occur for
Wednesday Night and Thyrsday Morning. ,

When evaluating the cost savings indicated in

these two examples, it must be remembered that the data
provided by the two 'piisons, most likely do not corre-
spond to the estimated total work forces used here for

O comparison, purposes (1)7 at Prison H and 238 at Prison
:G), definitely donot correspond to assumption (3) of
Section 2.1, andmay not correspond'to assumption (5)
.either. Nestertheless, in each example the modelhas'
provided a clear reduction in thenumber and cost of
overtime assignments.while at'least meEting the same
total work-force requirements for each eight -hour peri-
od of the week.

6'2Xercipe 4.3 Pvtial Overtime Petiods iqb

In some situations, such as manufacturing plants,'it is customary

6 to have employees work overtime for partial periods (i.e., less
1

than eight hours) until the unfinished work-is completed. Fot the- --

,present model, assumption (4) of Section 2.1 stated that each

overtime assignment ia to be for one (full) eight-hour pe,riod.

For this model, do you think there would be 5ny advantage, in

terms of total labor cost, in permitting prison guards ro work
partial o4ertimaTeriodsi Explain.

46)
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The results discusded in Chapter 4 indicated that
considerable savings could be achieved tough the use
of this model. In some cases large savings would re-

sult from increasing the size of the total work force
from its present'value to a larger "optimal" value,
since the resulting reduction in overtime cost would
more than offset the iti"lcireased costs of standard-rate

work and fringe benefits for the additional employees;
administrators who aee laughing under externally-
.

imposed hiring "freezes" may be familiar with this
Situation.

The models of course, is applicable to any work-
schedulimg situation satisfying the assumptions or
their modifications described in Sectioll 2. For

example, cork- scheduling situations involving medical
personnel, police forces, firet7fighting crews, and

other emergency personnel may exhibit characteristics
similar to the present case; such as the need for
round-the-clock staffing and the meeting-of pre-speci-
fied minimum work-force requirements which repeat in a
cyclic pattern.

This model, along with some others, is briefly
dtscussed in the article "Applications of Operations.
Research Methods to Correctional Problems" by Sitansu
S. MittraNCriminal Justice and Behavior, Vol. 2, NQ,
2, June 1975, pp.'169-179).

The author presented a paper discussing .thismodel
at the 1977 North Central Section/MAA Summer Seminar bn-
Model Building, at Bemidji State University, Bemidji,

Minnesota, June 20 -24, 1977. That paper, and all

others presented there, appear in the transactions of
the seminar.
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441NA6 EXAM, '

- COnsider tifie following "small=scale" version of
the prison guard scheduling problem (and compare the
following ten assumptions with those in Section 2.1):

dt
(5) A prison 'guard is not eligible for overtime work

'on any of the three periods which occuf duhng .

his/berstandard_twentyfodc=hou-r-work-,J!Week."- -

(6) A prison4guard is eligible for overtime work on
any of the five periods whicb occur during his /her
two days off.

'

(7) 'However, no prison guard may work more.tAaTotwo
overtime periodg during hisYher two days off.

(8) A prison guard may work more two or even three,
A consecutive twelve-hour periods, depencLing odighab,

Each twentyfour hour day is divided into two
-_tweive-hotrr shifts: -Morning and Evening (see
ffaible 6).

f

(2) Work=force requirements are known for each twelve-
hour period of each day in a repeating four-day
cycle.-

-

Since we are concernd here with a fogr-day '"week".
instead of the usual seven -day week, Ke will not
use the usualliames for the days of the week.

Instead of Monday, Tuesday, etc., tr will name'the
days in our four-day "week" Oneday, Twosday,

Threesday, Foursday, and abbreviate these names as
0, T, Thr F, respectively (see Table 6).

These known work-force requirements do not change
from "week"- to "week.". Also, the total number of
prison guards available for work is cohstdrit.

(3) As a 'standard "weekly" tour of duty, each prison -

guard is assigned to a twenty :four -houx standard-

rate work schedule consisting of one twelve-hour
period per day for tro consecutive day, staying
on the same shift for both days; he/she then has
two consecutive days off before beginning this
same pattern again. These standard-rateipork

1

-f schedules repeat "week" after "week."

(4) Work-force require*nts not met by thete standard-
rate work - schedules are filled by overtime'assign-

-

mentsveach overtime assignment, is for. one twelve-
houflperiod.
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TABLE 6

A "Small-tcale" Scheduling Problem
f

e-

Shift ..,

.

Day
Morning (a.m)

12 midnight 12 noon

Evening

r2 noon - 12

(p.m.) .,

midnight

Oneday
o

,

.

.

Twosday
, .

.

Threesday

.

.

Foursday

,

. ,

.

V

.

.

1

3 7
33
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combinAion of standard and overtime shifts he/she
-is assigned.

(9) All prison guards are assumed to be paid at the
same (unspecified) standard rate for a twelve-hour
period.

(10) If a prison guard does overtime work daring his/
her two days off, then for the fidt overtime
per bds during the two days off he/she is paid
one-and-a-half (1.5) times his/her standard rate
of pay. If he/she works a second overtime period
duringthe same two days off, then for this second
overtime period he/she is paid two (2) times his/
h-er standarld rate of pay.

The four possita$ two-day work schedules are indi-
cated below, with a corresponding, value for an index k
(compare with Sectioh 3.2):

Work Schedqle, _k
0 T t 1

T Th 2

Th F 3

4

A notation similar to that defined in Section 3.2
should be used for the following exercises.

-1. Complete Table 6 for the present "small-scare"

prison guard scheduling pro,brem, in a mahnet simi-
lar to Table 3.

2. Assuming that fringe benefits are equal to 25% of a
prison guard's standard-rate pay, and Are a cost in
addition to his/her standard-rate pay, write out
the objective' function.

3% Write out in full the following constraints for
this model:.

EExkj = N Eu??;?? S x11

Exki + y ?? + Z?? 2 Ril Zli = EEwn(??;")

YIl = Eu??;??*- Ew??(??;'?) .-1111;22

44 In the constraints of Exercise 3, underline the
, entries (aS in Section 3.4) to satisfy the fol-

lowing:
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't A

: : If prison guards are 'Permittedto work three
consecutive periods, retain all entries. If guards.

1Wk., are permitted to work two, but not three, consecu-
241i, tive periods, then delete-all triply underlined

"" entries. If guards are required to have at least
one rest period between work periods, then delete
all triply and doubly-underlined entries. Finally,

if guards are required to have at least two rest

periods between any standard-rate work period-Oland

any overtime period, delete all underlined entries
(how does this last requirement affect the model?).

5. Cons.truct a tabular summary of the model similar to .

Table 4, assuming that guards permittedermitted to:work
three consecutive periods.

*

e

I
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